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Grounded: Seeking Connections is a juried group exhibition that features artworks
by eight artists based on Prince Edward Island: Will Baker, Doug Dumais, Maggie
J. Whitten Henry, Monica Lacey, Sarah Saunders, LiliAnne Webster, Jane
Whitten, and Damien Worth. The exhibition is an exploration of place, the natural
world, and the artist’s role within it.
The exhibition was organized from an open call for submissions for recent
artworks that are original, forward-thinking, and incite conversation. The selected
artworks are in a range of mediums, including photography, sculpture, textile,
video, painting, and mixed media. Many of the artworks are introspective and
personal reflections, often demonstrating a desire for deeper connection, an
especially relevant subject in a time where many of us are distanced. The artworks
further explore themes related to the natural world and ecological concerns,
material juxtapositions, and revisiting and recording traces from the past.
The exhibition is a partnership between this town is small and Eptek Art & Culture
Centre and is made possible with the support of the PEI Culture Action Plan
through Innovation PEI. Thank you also to the artists, jurors, and staff members
that have supported the production of this exhibition.
✱
this town is small (TTIS) is Prince Edward Island’s artist-run centre, established
in 2010. TTIS supports contemporary art practices by presenting exhibitions,
residencies, workshops, artist talks, and more, across PEI. As a spaceless
organization, TTIS has developed diverse and supportive partnerships, providing
professional opportunities for artists and making connections with the public.
Eptek Art & Culture Centre is an exhibition facility and community hub that
features temporary exhibitions of art, fine craft, history, science, and culture. Also
on site is a gift shop featuring Island art, fine craft and books on Island themes, as
well as a permanent exhibition on the history of Summerside. Eptek Centre is a site
of the PEI Museum and Heritage Foundation.

WILL BAKER
Will Baker (Breadalbane) originates from and currently resides on PEI. He has
maintained a multi-disciplinary art practice informed by environmental themes
since completing a BFA at Memorial University in Corner Brook, NL. He has
participated in residencies and group shows in Atlantic Canada and welcomes
unconventional methods of creation and display for his art.
✱
Small Walls is a series of miniature concrete walls, each with its own unique
characteristics. The walls displayed in Grounded: Seeking Connections have an inmoulded frieze based on upholstery fabric design, and the fabric itself emerges
from the cement. Additional upholstery fabric is appended in a patchwork,
obscuring part of the wall and draping to the floor. Various other objects and
materials referencing prior artworks are collaged into this fabric ‘train’.
This project is a continuation of Baker's prior work employing skills and
materials learned while renovating old buildings. It is an exploration of weight
and movement endemic to the materials; the heft of the concrete anchors the
fabric draping down to the floor. The textural contrast between these two
durable materials is meant to provoke reflection on the dichotomy between
hard industrial materials and spaces and soft, comfortable domestic space.
T w o W a l l s, 2 0 2 1 , c o n c r e t e a n d u p h o l s t e r y f a b r i c , d i m e n s i o n s
variable

DOUG DUMAIS
Doug Dumais (Charlottetown) is a camera-based artist currently living in Prince
Edward Island. A self-taught artist, Dumais holds a Master's degree in Art
History from Concordia University. He has exhibited at ARTCH Montréal,
Galerie La Castiglione, and this town is small.
✱
Four Cardinal Directions of Thought is composed of four compositions of four
photographs each, parts of which are covered by frosted glass. This creates a
blurring effect, allowing viewers to catch only partial glimpses of certain
images. The use of frosted glass—a material intended for privacy—transforms
these pieces into personal and introspective reflections on one’s relationship to
place. This series thus employs a suggestive and open-ended narrative format
that allows space for mystery and the viewer’s own interpretation.
The compositions in Four Cardinal Directions of Thought cannot be seen in
their totality. From a distance, the photographs appear relatively clearly
through the frosted glass. When the viewer approaches the works or attempts
to view the images from an angle, however, the blurring effect increases. The
viewer must either step back and look at the composition from afar (thereby
losing detail) or move in close and look at the works obliquely, causing
components of the piece to be inaccessible or blocked. As such, the work
conveys the effect of moving through a landscape and explores the inability of
photographs to communicate deeply personal or wandering thoughts.
Four Cardinal Directions of Thought II: The Four Winds, 2021, inkjet print on
archival photo paper in shadowbox frame with frosted glass, 16 x 20 in

MAGGIE J. WHITTEN HENRY

Maggie J. Whitten Henry (Charlottetown) is an emerging artist and interdisciplinary
scholar with a focus on sense of place and identity in island and rural contexts.
Lingering at the entangled intersection of art practice, theoretical curiosity, and
academic research methods, her work explores relational thinking and its potential
to inspire alternative ways of communicating, connecting, being, and knowing. She
can be found at www.mjwh.ca.
✱
The oceans have been experiencing significant warming for decades now—but
what does that look like? Simmering (Boiling Frog Syndrome) is a series depicting
the temperature change in the Arctic Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean, and in Epekwitk
over the artist’s lifetime so far (1985–2020), and initially began as a meditational
practice to aid the artist in processing the immensity of the climate crisis. "Boiling
frog syndrome" has long been invoked as a metaphor to describe a failure to act
against a problematic situation that will increase in severity until reaching
catastrophic proportions. Based on temperature data visualizations by climatologist
Professor Ed Hawkins, MBE (#showyourstripes), this body of work was made
using digitized fabric from the Whitten family stash. While the elements of these
works and what they represent will hold different meanings for different people,
the big picture remains the same for us all: it’s getting hot in here.
✱
Recursion is a series of works exploring the entangled relationship of ‘sense of
place’, islandness, heritage, and identity. Characterized by recurrence, reiteration,
and replication, these works play with traditional quilting techniques in a digital
context, staying true to their origins by making use of carefully selected existing
materials to create digital patchworks. These ‘quilts’ have then been printed onto
silk scarves, bringing the practice almost full-circle. The result is a family of textiles
that are simultaneously decorative and functional—and layered in
multidimensional meaning. Common elements are reiterated throughout, most
notably a digitized stitch pattern representing the density of cod surrounding the
island of Newfoundland (Ktaqmkuk) in 1850. In this entangled world, everything
is connected—and in Recursion, fish is at the heart of it all.
C o d ( R o b P e t e r t o P a y P a u l ), 2 0 2 1 , d i g i t a l ‘ q u i l t ’ o n s i l k s c a r f ,
16 x 16 in

MONICA LACEY
Monica Lacey (Charlottetown) is a multidisciplinary artist driven by curiosity,
service to her community, and the pursuit of beauty in all its forms. She has
received several grants and awards for excellence in her work, which belongs to
public and private collections across North America.
✱
i am looking for you everywhere is a photo and video series focused on Lacey's
longing to connect with the natural world, and the awkwardness of that
process of connection as she navigates the illusion of separateness from the rest
of nature. As she explores, the living kingdoms around her become objectified
as items of curiosity to be examined. She experiences frustration, distance, and
miscommunication by imagining herself as an outsider—perhaps acting
fearful, or superior, or altogether abandoning manners in her haste to
understand. At times these attempts at connection are tender, aggressive, or
humorous, and all the while her awareness grows of how this very seeking—
and its documentation—are part of what is creating a barrier.
With i am looking for you everywhere, Lacey is following a thread, seeking
something precious: she is trying to know this world by touching it, by receiving
haptic and somatic input; she is reaching out and asking for information, for
signals that can help her return to the knowledge that we belong here.
i a m l o o k i n g f o r y o u e v e r y w h e r e, 2 0 2 1 , d i g i t a l p h o t o g r a p h ,
10 x 10 in

SARAH SAUNDERS
Sarah Saunders (Argyle Shore) is a graduate of Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design. Using installation, ceramic and textile techniques, her work addresses
the temporality of our lives and our place in the natural world. Her artwork is
included in local and national collections.
✱
Saunders' Blocks are created by saturating found textiles with porcelain clay.
During firing, the textile is burned out completely, leaving a porcelain record.
Precise details of every thread, fold and surface of the textile are preserved in the
porcelain. This process creates a delicate porous material that contrasts with the
solidity of the block form. In earlier works, Saunders used a similar technique
to highlight the character and delicacy of the original objects. Actions of careful
attention such as smoothing and folding were part of creating each piece. With
this new work, Saunders uses gestures of cramming, squishing, and packing to
capture a different character. The textiles are compacted into a precise format,
the flexible quality of the material held in check by the formality of the cube
form, capturing a balance between constraint and fluidity.
✱
Saunders' video work, titled Settle, looks at the simple act of spreading a sheet,
focusing on the gesture and effect of each movement. It highlights a familiar
daily action and uses it to magnify notions of toil, care, interaction, and struggle.
B l o c k s, 2 0 2 0 , p o r c e l a i n , d i m e n s i o n s v a r i a b l e

LILIANNE WEBSTER
LiliAnne Webster (Charlottetown) is a visual artist who grew up in rural PEI.
She works in many different mediums, including linocut, acrylic and
watercolour paints. LiliAnne also creates functional and decorative pieces from
driftwood and finds inspiration for her work in nature. She has two diplomas
from Holland College in the fields of graphic design and fashion design. As a
lifelong learner, she continues to take classes and workshops to enhance her
creative practice. She has been featured in solo and group exhibitions at The
Guild, Eptek Centre, Kings Playhouse, and this town is small.
✱
The Forest Floor is a series of watercolour paintings that came out of a time of
reflection, a search for simplicity, an escape, and a need for spiritual renewal.
The world was on fire with the overwhelming news of COVID-19. The forest
was a grounding place for the artist during this time and drew her into its
stillness as a healing experience. Webster found herself looking down and she
began to paint the things beneath her feet. The mindful act of painting this
series, of noticing the intricate and delicate world that was still thriving below,
helped to renew her spirit and restore her soul.
M o s a i c M u s h r o o m, 2 0 2 1 , w a t e r c o l o u r , 8 x 1 0 i n

JANE WHITTEN
Jane Whitten (North Bedeque) is an experimental basket-maker and knitter with
a distinctive response to a variety of materials and techniques. Her works engage
the viewer, forcing them to reflect on issues impacting the environment and the
urgency of taking action. She has exhibited in group and solo shows in Canada,
the USA, New Zealand, and Australia. She can be found at www.janewhitten.ca.
✱
Basketmakers use the materials around them to create vessels that tell the story
of the materials, gathering, making, and maker. As a basketmaker living during
the Anthropocene, Jane Whitten regularly salvages materials from around her.
She became aware of how much she was rejecting—cracker bags, candy
wrappers, frozen fruit and vegetable bags—much of which would have been
destined for landfill. For each month of 2021, wrappings from Whitten’s oneperson household were collected and coiled into a cylindrical basket in the order
in which they were discarded. This ‘bar graph’ series of baskets, titled
Consumption, is an inventory of nonbiodegradable waste.
✱
Traditionally, knitters create functional pieces for protection and comfort:
sweaters, hats, mittens, socks, etc. In this time of climate crisis, however,
knitters are uniquely positioned to use their needles to help spread social,
political, and environmental messages. Viewers' familiarity with the medium
allows them to easily connect with the work, making the message more
immediately accessible and impactful. The Beach Blanket series tells the story of
how our beaches give us pleasure and comfort, reminding us of our
responsibility to protect them. The Ripples series, comprised of three hand-knit
vessels encrusted with sand, tells the story of our delicate and fragile coastal
areas. If only we could hold them in our hands and protect them from harm.
R i p p l e s, 2 0 2 1 , h a n d - k n i t t e d c o t t o n e n c r u s t e d w i t h s a n d ,
dimensions variable

DAMIEN WORTH
Damien Worth (Belfast) is a multi-disciplinary artist living and working in rural
Prince Edward Island. A graduate of the Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design, Worth’s interest in experimental approaches to art production is
focused in the media of painting, new media, video, and installation. He has
participated in various solo and group exhibitions in national and international
venues and has been the recipient of numerous grants and awards. Worth's
work is held in various private and public collections.
✱
In the Myths of the Makers, a series of sculptural masks cast from the artist's
face, Worth exploits a failed previous project to explore common tropes
surrounding an artists’ public persona. Using a malleable material like wax as an
entry point to discuss the fluidity of identity, Worth’s sculptures transition
toward the absurd, a nod to genres of fantasy, glam, and kitsch.
✱
What are you whispering about the work? The artist wants to listen to your
secret dialogues. He can keep a secret. Please be blunt and honest, he can
handle critique. The (not so) hidden ears in Worth's Whisper series are spies in
his absence. These gallery walls hear all...
W h i s p e r, 2 0 2 1 , w a x a n d l a t e x p a i n t , d i m e n s i o n s v a r i a b l e
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